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CHAP'l'Eli 1

INTRODUCTION

The phone rang at the home of the principal the evening of the first
day of school.

The voice on the telephone said, "I must talk with you--

tonight!" The principal arranged an appointment for 7:30 that evening in
his office at the school.
The pistol the man wore at his hip was removed by the police officer
who confronted him at the door of the school building.

The officer had

responded to an earlier report that the life of the principal had been threatened by this father.

The policeman remained nearby throughout the

interview.

The principal explained U1at upon U1e recommendation of his so n's
kindergarten teacher and considering the scot·cs obtained from formal
readiness assessments it had been deciclecl to place the boy in a transitional
first grade where he could receive the special attenlion and individualized
curriculum he needed in order that he not become a first grade "drop-out"
or retention.
The father responded by saying that h e \\ Ould keep his son out of
school rather than let him attend that special class .

"Why is this the only

class where his needs can be met? Why aren't all teachers meeting individual needs? What proof do you have that my son will really learn in this

2

room without textbooks and where each child is studying- something different? 11

In preparation for the new school year a fifth grade teacher approached her principal, "Sir, as I look at the students I have in my fifth grade
this year and realize the vast range of abilities wltich exist within the group,
feel that I cannot effectively teach them if I must work from the traditional
textbook approach. They need a more individualized situation. I have been
doing a great deal of reading lately about open education and l earning centers
and I would like your support for the organization of my cla ssroom based
upon the concept of open education."
"Mrs. Teacher, do you mean to say that yo u really want to try this
open education idea?! We have to be careful rtbout trying new things lik e
that! Don't you realiz e that we already have one new program starting in
our school this year? I woulcln 't clare atte mpt any other new program until
we see how the parents react to this programm ed reading! Besides, can
you show me that cltilclren can really learn in this open education arrangement? It look s like a lot of confusion to me. How can children acquire
skills without the organization provided by a te xtbook? Why, textbook
authors are recognized authorities in their field ! I haven't seen any research that indicates that these new programs are suc cessful.

How could

J possibly justify this change to parents without research to support it.

I don't think that I could grant you in this request."

No,

How to research? How to find justification?
Change meets oppositwn- ·- profcssional as well as non-professional.
Therefore, the writer proposes this

~ludy

in an effort to compare

the effectiveness of an "open" inl<'rcst-!'<'ntcr approach aimed at meeting
the individual needs and

inter c~ls

ol sludcnls wilh the effectiveness of a

traditiona l teaching approach being used in the same school to obtn in data
for justification.
A ctuall.1,

t;1er~

ha ,, hecn much res en rch r<'cently which verifies the

need for an indi1·idua!ired cur-ric ulum.

And the earlier in his life a child

receives this indJvic! ·>ali ; ation the greater the growth possibilities.

Re-

search b.v Bloom ( .9G ·1J has indicated that o child will pave developed to
approximatdy fifty percent of his adult intelligence by the age of four, with
another thirty pe1·cent coming by eight years of age.
Hesc:archers at the Gesell Institute have a l so found that a significant
change of inlclligcncc ca n be derived through an enriched environment
during e nd.v childhood .
Incorporating these statements with Piagct's statement: "The more
things a child has seen and heard, the more he wants to sec and hear,"
(Furth, 1970), il seems reasonable to assume that the desire and ability
of a child to learn can be dramatically changed prior to the age of eight
through proper arrangement of his environment, particularly for children
who have learning disabilities.

Gesell Institute reports: "Much of the misery today o n the collcg<l
level is produced through pressures and false hopes of ihe .' trt ·nts

111

rcg·ard

to their child's potential for success" (Pines, l9G7). This is true f0r
children with learning disabilities and for the gifted, heretofore, unchallenged students.

These pressures begin mounting during early childhood

and greatly affect learmng.
Allowing immature children to enter a traditional first grade, believing that they will "outgrow" their difficulties, is a procedure fraught
with hazards.

These first graders do not naturally catch up but, instead,

they tend to fall further behind (Pines, 1967).
When boys and girls struggle with s<:huul work for which U1ey are not
developmentally suited they feel failure even in these primary grades.
However, these learning disabled children can often achieve the min i mum
and thereby warrant promotion.
As they str uggl e through school, unable to meet the academic challenge , their self-concept becomes steadily more negative.

On th e other

hand, the more able student meets similar frustration as a result of no real
intellectual challenge. He develops poor study habits and poor attitude as
he realizes the inappropriateness of his class assignments to his educa tiona! and intellectual needs .
The late Dr. Gesell of Yale Clinic of Child Development stated:
We know that all infants do not creep, walk or talk
at the same time . But forget this and assume
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incorrectly that by r<•al'hin~ a eert.ain bi rthclay a ehild
should automatically beeome ready for the work of a
certain school grade. (TylPr, 1967).
Individ ual

difference~

in phvsical,

intellecl<~al,

development add greatly to existing chronological

a~c

a nd behaviot·al
differences when

learning experiences are being considered.
No child should be c urtai led by any org;anizat10nal ilaniers , and
provisions should be made for every chj]d to learn according to hi s own
grow th patterns.

Educators ar e having little influ e nce upon the traditional

chronol ogical age requirement for public sc hool e ntrance. However , th ere
are many things which can be done in organizational, as well as teaching
techniques, which will meet th e developmental needs of each chtld .
Jean Piaget, the Swis s psychologist, who has bee n

stud .\~ng

the intcl -

lectual development of chil dren for fifty years , i ndicates that th e a l)iJi ty to
think and to learn is itself a growing thing and i s therefore cu l livalahle by
proper ''preparation of the seed bed." Piag et 's pain s taking studies of
growing children have given us new conceptions o f the way thinking grows .
Curriculums should be adapted to benefit growth patterns of each
chi ld 's thought process .

Every child shoul d be permitted the opportunitv to

progress with satisfaction at hi s optimum r ate.
As more e mphasis is being placed upon the necessity of meeting
individual needs of c hildren in the classroom, educators are seeking innovati ve ways to achieve this goa l .

(j

Open structure, which in• · udcs th e in legrateco day, discovery center,
and learning center, is the result of such education:Jl iimovation.

Like other

educational designs, the open structure plan of individualization can be
described in terms of elements of a model-framework, such as this one
developed by Tyler (1968) and others:
Outcomes: Basic goal is the development of selfactualizing , autonomous individuals.
Learninu opportunities: Varied, Field trips, discussions, audio-visual aids and texts. Opportunities
selected in terms of learning styles .
Method: Some didactic method but mostly inquiry
approach.
Knowledge: Knowledge is viewed as exisllng in terms
of its methods of inquiry .
Nature of Role of Teacher: The teacher participates
in decisions about ends and mean s. The teacher also
provides resources. (The teacher s li mulates, guides,
clarifies, helps to facilit::ue and supports . )
Organization: Nongraded.

Various grouping patterns.

Evaluation: All outcomes are assessed.
system as well as self-evaluation.

There is

Nature and role of learner: The le<trner is active and
autonomous. He participates in decisions about ends
and means and carries the responsibility for learning.
(Darrow, 1968)
Opponents to open structure claim that l earning cannot be effected
in s.ch an unstructured setting, and that students placed in such a setting will

not acquire the skills necessary for further educational advancement. They

7
eontcnd thnt ;:~graded 11 aclitional c: lass roo m i s lh C' tltP~t pffC'l'li\'C method of

teaching- c hilclrl'n.
It is recogniz<·d that tho <'lllire curriculum needs Lo lw individualized

but for Lhe purposes of thiti paper the research is li111ilcd to lhc :11·ea of
mathematics in a first grade class. The writer proposes an action - research
s tud y Lo determine if an open structure progTa ln in the fir s t grade will provide for the acquisition of sldlls equal to the skills acquired hy first gradet·s
in a traditional program .

Statement of the Problem

The problen1, as see n by this

wL~ite L·,

is: \Vill an opC' n structure

math-center program in a first grade, in f:H.: l, be a more c ffcc ti\·(' m ':tns

for the acquisition of math skills than a mathematics progra111 in a l raditionally oriented first grade?

Importance of th e Study

The results of this study will be the determining factor as Lo whether
the math-center as herein described will be continued, revised, or rejected
for further use in the writer's classroom and whether it will be co nsidered
for use in other classrooms in the Roosevell Elementary School.
The results will be useful in aiding the administration when considering mathematics programs in other elementary schools in the district.

Definition of Terms

The following terms apply as used for the purpose of this study:
Math center- a design for math instruction in which the students
are in direct contact, whenever possible, with actual objects, events and
circumstances as necessary to meet their individual needs.
materials ar·e

~equencecl

The skill

and presented to the child at his individual level

of experience nnd understanding.
Traditional program - a math program using the Addison-Wesley
Elementary School Mathematics Book I as its basic text.
Math skills - computational and reasoning skills as defined by
Project.
Learning disabilities - childr e n with normal or potentially normal
or above average intellig ence who have l earning disabilities arising from
perceptual, conceptual or subtle coordinative problems, sometimes accompanied by behavior diffi c ulties .
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITJo:HATUl lE

As this writer researched the literature for lhe present study U1e
name of Jean Piag et appeared repeatedl y as the prime referrent.
Jerom e Bruner (1967) classifies Piaget as "unquestionably the most
impressive figure in th e fi eld of cognitive development."
Baldwin (19 68) states:
Piaget's empiri cal resear ch has contribut ed enor mously to developmental psychology. In area after
area , he has brok e n new ~ roun d and performed ingeniou s experim ents; psychologi sts hav e been feeding
upon hi s ingenuity since the 1 950's and will probably
conti nu e to depend on his innovati ons for years to
come. (19GB, p. 298)
Ha ns F urth (1969) says:
Piaget was able, like Darwin or Freud , to systematize hi s empi rical obs ervations of children by
discovering structures whe r e othe rs saw nothing but
unconsequential c hildish activi ties. Einstein summarizes Piag et's developmental approach as "the
idea of a genius, s uch simplicity." (19G9, pp. 6-7)
What had this man done to cause lhe entire world to evide nce such
respect? Upon what research did he base his claims?
To aid the reader toward a greater appreciation of Piaget's contributions to psychology and education, the writer includ es thiS iJiogTaphic.;a]
sketch which indicates the r esearch thus far accomplished and the years

10
and years that hnve bct'll dc•\o!ed to ~cJt •n!Jfi t· ~lud.v :tnJ data eoll<"'ctinn h.v thh;

most remarkable man .

The nan - His Works
Jean Ping·et was born ill Lht: sn1:dl

on August 9, l89ti.

Hi s lalhcT 11:1s an

S\\'i~ . . . tlllivers ity

histol"i:~n

tov\n of Neuchatcl

who SJWcJalizc•d in medieYal

history and his mother was,, dynamie 1 inlt'lJjgcnt, r t•lig-jous pcr::;on. Jean

was an outstanding student.

While still in gTHk S< hoo], he puhlisl•cd ""

artic..:Jc in a natural history mngrrzine--n desC'riplion of nn nll.Jinn

SJXlTf'O\\

h e had observed in the park . The publication of lllis article It'd to a position
with the local natural h1stor.\

dlllSl'<lln ~>lwrc

the n1useu m 1s zoologic.1l eollectiono

he- lll'lpc-d thL' <lit·cctor classify

\tVhj I c thus

t' n"lplo~

series of articles to Swiss anrl forcJgn journnls of

<'d he ('Ontri hutL·d

;ronlog~

nhou!

Jllollu~cs .

At age fifteen, he was offered o. positio n

o~

at the Geneva Natural History Mus••um.

IlL' d,., lined the offer in order to

complete his high school

;1

Cut"•lur ',- th e mollusc coll ection

~tud11·s ,

During his adolescenc e he spent a vacation with his godfather, Samuel
Cornul , a Swiss scholar.

Cm·nul sensed that ,J ean's interests were becom-

ing too limited and so introduced him to the writings of the great philosophers.

Deeply influenced by these men, Jean developed interest in

epistemology, the area of philosophy dealing with the intelligence. Ginsburg
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and Opper (1968)

~ay

that h e now beg-an to ponder the answer s lo such bas i c

questions as: What i:; knowledge? Ho" is il ac·quired? Can one gain an
objectiv e understanding of external re.o lity, or

i~

one 's know ledg e of the

world colored and distorted by internal factors? Although Piag et became
fascinated by these issues, he fell l'lat theit· solution could not come entirely
from philosoph y. A comparison of the attributes of philosophy and science
c onvinced him that the philosophi cal approach was too speculativ e , and the
scientifi c a pproach was too factual

What wa,; needed was a linkage betwee n

the two,
Thus h e began his search to Unci the bridg e between the two disciplines: to find some way of integTaling his bi ologic!ll and epistentological

interests.
Pressures of hi s academic commitments delayed an active inv estigation into the answers to th ese questions . He compl eted his doctoral studies
at hi s hometow n uni versity and received his Doctor of Philosophy deg r ee in
1918 , when h e was 21 years of age, with a thesis on the distrihution of
different varieties of molluscs in the Valaisian Alps.
Now that h e had compl e t ed his formal studi es he could devote hi s
e nergi es to th e study of psychology.
He accepted employm ent in Zurich at two psychological labo ratories.
It was here that he became acquainted with the works of Freud, and attended

lectures of Carl Justav Jung and others, and in 1920 published an article
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on the relat>ons between psychoanalysis and child psychology.

The more he

pursued the subject the more he became convinced that speculation must be
suppleP1entcd with scientific research.
In 1920 he accepted a position with Dr. Theophile Simon in the Binet
Laboratory in Paris, where his assignment was to develop a French version
of certain English reasoning tests.

The task, at first was extremely boring

to his creative mind, bLlt he shortly became fascinated with the incorrect
r esrxmse.; ot the children. He realized that there were different kinds of
common wrong answers among children of about the same age.

Moreover ,

there were different kinds of common wrong answers at different rtges.
This was the first of three major events which were to have great impact
upon his future pursuits.
As he considered the meaning of these mistakes he concluded that
the thought of younger children was qualitatively different from older children and so rejected the quantitative clefini lion of intelligence--a defini lion
based upon U1e number of correct answers of a test.

The real problem

Piaget concluded, was to discover the different methods of thinking used by
children of various ages (Ginsburg and Opper, 1968).
This conclusion demanded a new approach to the study of intelligence .

PiCJget decided upon an extremely flexibl e psychiatric method. He

let the children's answers determine the questioning.

He follow ed the

children's line of thought without imposing direction upon it.
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Pia~et

at this time also worked wilh abnormnl children at the

Salpetriere hospttal in Paris. As he attC'mpted to gain insight into the mind
of the abnormal child, he discovered that th e newly de, eloped l'linkal
method was inadequate since these children lacked the verbal skills neces sary for adequate communication of their thoughts. At this point he added
an important procedure: the child was required to manipulate objec ts as
well as to answer verbally.

Piaget, however, did not make the transfer of

this procedure to normal children until years later.
The third major influence upon his in\'CStig-alions came about through
his el>.1.o nsive rending in th e area of logic. It occur• ed to

~1im

logiC might be relevant in several ways to dulclrcn's thinking.

tha abe;tracl
II<' dis-

covered, for ClGlmple, that a child younger than eleven was not ahl<' to
carry out certain elementary logical operations. Thus, he set h• nsc ll the
goa l of disuovering how closely thought approximates logic.
In 1921 Piaget accepted the post of Director of Researuh at the
Jean-Jacque Rousseau Institute in Geneva
to pursue his study of childr en ' s thought.

Thi~

provided the opportunity

During this time Piaget did a

great deal of research and also taught various courses in psychology,
sociology and scientific thought at Geneva and Ncuchate!.

His three chil-

dren were born during these years: a daughter in 1925, and second daughter
in 1927, and a son in 1931.

Piaget and his wife, a former student, kept

very detailed accounts of their observations of their children's physical

and intellectual rlevelopment.

TlH'SC oh::- crvations

<'Oil\'b1ct•d

PJ:.l_g-l't t.hnt

thought is dC'rived from a child's .tclion and not from his lang-uag-e.

He llwn

proceded to modify his testitlg techniques and at U1is time !'<'calling his woi'k
with the abnormal children at Salpetri err•, he mnde the manipulatinn of
conc rC't<' objects an essential pari of the dimcal method, with children at
all ages . The emphasis was no longer on languag-e alone, bt•t

011

mani pula-

tion s uppl emented by languaj.!;<'.
He had at last discovered a way in which he could c.>mbmc llis two
great interests--epistcmolog·y and biolO<JY ·
From 1929-1939 Piag et's professional life became even more active.
He accepted an appointment as Professor of the History of Scientific Thought
at Geneva University, he became co-di rector of the Jean-Jacques Rousseau
Institute, h e taught experimental psychology at Lausanne University, and
he became involved in international affairs by accepting the chairmanship
of the International Bureau of Education .
Piaget's experiences brought about changes in his thinking and in the
next few years he accomplished much new research, printed many books
and was joined by new associates in his work .
In the early forties Albert Einstein suggested to Pingel that it might
be of interest to epistemology if h e were to investigate the child's understanding of time, velocity, and movement.

Piaget followed the suggestion

and in 1946 published two volumes describing the results of the research .
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Piaget searched for an understanding of the d ev elopment of human
intelligence for thirty years before he felt prepared to apply the results of
his psychological research to !he epist emological problems which had
originally motivated his interest in psychology. In 1950 he published a
three-volume series c overing the various aspec ts of knowledge, including
mathematics, physics, psychology, sociology, hiology and logic . He then
turned to the study of chance and probability.
In 1952 he was appointed Professor of Genetic Psychology at the
University of Paris (Sorbonne), where h e rcmainccluntil 1962 . At the same
time he continued to teach at Geneva University and head the Jean-Jacques
Rousseau Institute and pursue research into both perception and logical
thought, publishing several volumes of findings.

Following his investigation s

into early and middle childhood thought Piaget turned his energi.es to an
investigation of adolescent and adult thought.
Piaget has devoted 40 years at the Univeesity of Geneva to the study
of human development and to the study of the origin and growth of human
knowing.

Though mor e than 7G years old today Piaget still pursues his

professional work as actively as in the past.

He continues to produce new

theories and new research, and is currently writing another book, bringing
the total of books published to over thirty.
Bruner (1969) says that
••• despite the magnitude of his work, Piaget still
remains annoyed by pomp and shuns the spotlight except

lG
when H concerns the ci<'V<'lopmental psyd10logy of c hildren. It seems that he :ilways ha:;, a twmkle in his eye
and most ~lways wears a navy blU<· beect, smokes a
meerschaum pipe, ::mel rides a bicycle. Eal'h summer,
as soon as classes arc over, he gathers up the research
finrlings of his as s istants, deparlf< to solitary residence
in thl' Alps, and walks, meditates, and writes and writes.
But, back at school, he C'Ontinucs to teach his young experi mcnters to ask 4uc&tions with out suggesting a nswers
and to test, by counter-suggestion, the strength of the
child's conviction.
Though many of his studies have been repeated under more rigorous
condllioos (Piaget does not use computers) by other investigators, the results
have been L"f'mark:tbly consisten t with

Pingel'~ .

Now a ne w intelligence

scale .i s b<•ing atl<'mptcd on th e basis of Pi.aget's tests.
It seems that all liv <'s , those of childre n and their pare nts, will be

afi'L•cted by Pingel's work. As Bruner (l0G9) s tall's: "Piaget has made us
rcahze that the infa nt, like UJC adult, is constanlly and e [[ecli\ely involved
in an effort to bring order a nd logi c and meaning into ex'Perience. " ''In nn
age of moon s hots and automation," Elkind

(1 ~ 71)

concludes, "the remnt k-

able discoveries of Jean Piaget arc evidence that in the realm of scientific
achievement, technological sophistication i s still no substitute for creative
genius" (Elkind, 1971, p. 59).

General Findings

For Pingel the crucial question in the study of the growing c hild is
how he adjusts himself to U1e world in which he Jives .
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David Elkind (1971) finds that
P1aget's genius for empathy wllh children, together
with true intellectual genius (have) mack i1im the
outstanding child psychologist 111 thl' world today and
one destined to stand beside Froud with respect to
his contributions to psychology, education, andrelated disciplines. (P • 25)
Though it may be said of Piaget that "he i s by vocation a

so<·iol·~isl,

by avocation an epistemologist, and l·lf m<.;thod a log1cinn," Jenrungs also
sta tes lhnt Piaget
.• . tells his listen<'rs and readers that he is not an
'ducator (but) . . • a psyc hologist with an intcrdiseiplinary bent ••• an investigator using the tools of the
l'elated fields of biology, psychology, and logic to
c>xplore the genesis of intelligence in the human young.
A1l his long life he has drawn upo n these fields to conduct research and to build his UJCories of the development of intelligence in ehildren •• .
Ironically, those who know Piagl't

be~t

realize that onl.1 within Uw

past decade have his writings com!' to b<' appreciated in America

(~fll('h

hio IVL'itinp, has not been transl:l.tcrl into EngliRh.) The process of

~ssJmJia-

of

Unp; Piaget's ideas is a slow one, since Lher(' is so n1uch to assimilate and
because many of his ideas arc contrary to prevailing modes of thoughL.
Elkind admits (1971) tha t "American psychology and education were simply
not ready for Piaget until the fifties.

Now the ideas U1at Piaget has hcen

advocating for more than thirty years are regarded as exceedingly innovativc and even as avant garde. Th e chief outcome of his theory in intellectual
development is a plea that children be allowed to do their own learning.

1H

Piaget would like

LUJdcr si<'lndin,;
mcnt.

certain

sysl(ms l·' re:11izP t_h, linu l:-; or

a.:~cs :~nd

lt

wn.~ a~:-;un!l'd
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The products of the mind, .-;o Piaget has shown, are created in much
the same way as the artist creates the painting.

Perhaps the simplest

demonstration of this fact comes not from Piagct's own research but from
the responses of different individuals to the inkblot test devised by Herman
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of ou t· own predelictions and of our

experience~.

A child ' s ideas about

,l umber, space , time, and c~usnlity an! JH.'vcr cbrect t'opjcs of wh:1t hl' h:-~ s

been taught or exveriem:erl not· arr they ever simple projections ol some
fixed and innate ideas aboutlhl'se matters.
From Piag-et's research, the fo!lowin!!; e:o;:11nplc shows how th e child
creates his world
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llw ,·cry procc•s: · of i<'arning ai.Joul it.

The child is

presented with two tder,tical p;lass l!t':tkrrs filled equaliv high witl1 orange
pop.

The child is asked if there is the same amount of pop to drink in llw

two p;lass<'s. After the chi ld has agreed that

th1~

is true, ihc liquid from

one of the glasses is poured into a much taller and thinner glass in whi ch it
now reaches a mu<:h higher lev('] than it did in the original beaker.

The

child is now asked to compare U1C amount of drink in the tall, narrow
beaker with the amotlnt of drink in the low, wide beaker and to way whether
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one of the beakers has more to dnnk than the other or whether the two
beakers contain the same amount.
When young children are confronted with this demonstration, their
performance

i~

quite predictable.

They say that the tall, narrow container

contains more liquid than the low, wide container. They persist in this
judgment even when tbey are reminded that when the pop was in the other
beaker it had the same amount of liquid as the low, wide beaker with which
it is now being compared.

Young chlldren continue to argue, however, thnt

there is more to drink in the tall, thin container because the level o( drink
in it is higher than the level in the other container.

For the young child,

that which he perceives has the most powerful influence upon his thinking .
If Uw demonstration is presenter! to an older child (usually ages G-7),

quite a dHfcrent result is obtained.

The older child

sa~'S

immediately that

the amount of liquid in the tall, narrow beaker is still the same as the
amount in the low, wide one because "nothing was taken away" or bec:1use

"what was gained in height, it

lo~t

in wiciU1," or because "if you pour it

back, it will be the sa me." Thesf' children reCo<Jnized that a change in the
appearance of a quantity of liquid did not amount to a change in its quantity.
Piagct terms this understanding, that a quantity remains unchanged regardless of Lhe transformation in its appearance, conservation .
Although Piaget's "conservation" experiments are well known, one
feature of these experiments is often overlooked.

Once a child attains

~]

conservation, he assumes that the equality exists independently of him self
and in the materials. In fact, however, the child arrived at conservation by
reasoning . This is true because a simple comparison of two differently
sized containers partially filled with liquid in and of itself gives no cl ues to
the equality or inequality of the two amounts. The child, therefore, must
reason from his previous experience of having seen the two amounts in
identical containers at a prior point in time. It is on the basis of that
prior experience that he reasons that the two quantities are now the same.
In eflect, the child arrives at conservation through reason but assumes
that he arrive.! at it through observation.
ll is

11

exiernalism 11 (the unconsciOUS prO.JCCtion of our own mental

constructions onto the e>.1.ernal world) which prevents us, as adults, from
recogni zing that children arc creating and integrating while they arc learning. Inasmuch as we have already created and externa liz ed our r eality,
it appears to us that the child's task is merely to t'OJlY that reality. We
erroneously assume that we learned about the world by copying a preexisting reality and just assume th:1l all ehiltlren do likewise.

Piaget's

greatness then lies not only in having shown us that children are creating
while learning, but also, why we, as adults, have so much difficulty in
perceiving this fact.
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Pjaget's Stages of Development

A second major contribution of Piaget to child psychology and education is his demonstration that learning is developmental in nature.

The

learning process is not static but rather evolves in a series of stages that
are related to age.

For Piagct, both the way in which children Jearn and

what they l ear n is very much determined by their level of mental development.
Piaget has this to say about stage-age relationships :
The age of seven is n relative one in a double sense.
In our research we say that a problem is solved by children of a certain age when three-quarters of the children
of this age respond correctly. As a result, to say that
a question i s solved at seven years old means that already one-half of the six- year-olds can solve it, and
a third of the five-ycar-olds, etc. So, it's essentiall y
r elative to a statistical convention . Secondly, it's relative to the society in which one is working. We did our
work in Geneva and the ages that I quote arc the ng·es we
found there. I know that in certain societies , for
instance in Martinique, where our experim ents hav e
been done by Monigue Laurendeau and Father Pinard,
we have found a systematic delay of three or four years.
Consequently, the age at which those problems are
sol ved is also relative to the society in question. What
is important about these stages is the order of succession.
Th e mean chronological age is variable. (Ripple and
Rockcastle, 1964)
During the first stage (usmtlly birth to two years) th e infant is concer ned with the cr eation of objects. The young infant does not really have
any sense of objects as distinct from himself or any sense of himself as
distinct from objects. When his mother leaves th e room she is not onl y
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out of sight she is out of his mind .

Ry the end of th<' fit·st year the infant

begins to behave as if objects continue to exist even when they arc no Jonr;cr
present to his senses. If asked, "Where's Mommy?" he will turn towards
the door through which shP just left the room,

The creation of permanent

objects (including himself as an object) is attributable to his increasing
ability to coordinate his sensory-motor activities. An interesting example
is a situation where an object is on something like a rug and the child can't
actually reach it. At the beginning of Uw sensory-motor period, he is
unable to reach it but by the end nf that stage he pulls the rug with the
object towards him.

There are a number of relations that must be differ-

entiated: first, the relation that lhP ohje<'t is on the rug, and the relation
between the object and the thing on which the child pulls something. And
these two relations must be coordinated into one--the behavior (wWch is
pulling the whole thing) and the object.
It is apparent, then, that in the first two

in a concrete world and in a series of situations.

j

ears of life children live
The interaction that is

g·oing on between a child and his physical and social world permits him to
separate himself from his environlllent as well as to realize that the environment has certain properties of spaee, location, permanence, and
causality. He is increasingly able to operate symbolically by classes or
groups.

He can tell that a QQg_ is a member of the dog family but he cannot

yet deal with the category "animal."
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At the second stage (usually three-five years) the majo1· task is lo
create symbol s.

Now that he has acquired a world of permanent objects,

the child acquires the ability to represent these objects by images and words
which greRtly extends his ability to use these objects. Language plays an
increasingly important role as the child acquires concepts through a com plex set of processes. To attain concepts, he hRs to become increasingl y
aware of objects in his environment.

He has to learn tbat they not only

exist bul that they have many chRracteristics and attributes. In addition, h e
must see that diverse items can be organized into c!Rsses or categories
(aruma!, elephant, mammal, man, vertebrate).
Language, the major representational system to appear during this
period, is also very creative. Recent work stimulated by the writings of
Nonm Chomsky has shown that young children very early attain grammars
which are different from the grammars attained by older children and
adults(Elkind, 1971).
One early grammar is the so-called "Pivot Grammar." With this
grammar the child builds two word sentences of the kind, "Bobbi up,"
"Bobbi down," "Bryan go ," "Bryan eat," and so forth, where one word
serves as the pivot for many different constructions. In language, as in
the domains of play (representational--children dressing up as adults) and
in dreams (first reported in children after the age of two), children of
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pre-school age are busily creating symbols thanks to the new representational
abilities that emerge around the end of the second year of life .
Piaget breaks the pre-operalional stage into two periods . The first
occurs between the ages of two and four. the time when the child learns to
nam e things, to ask questions, issue commands and to assert propositions .
A l this stage the child makes a giant intellectual step in his abili ty to differe ntiate between signifiers--symboles that stand for something--and significance--the objects. This representational intelligence sets the stage for
the Lipper limits of cognition and the manipulation of reality.

Pingel calls

this the pre-concrete period, becaus e chilclr·en primarily grasp first-level
conc ep ts.

They can grasp the fact that peaches and pears are food but can-

not distinguish between different pears.

Or they can recognize that certain

very different things belong together--LaMar's hat, LaMar's chair, and
LaMar's shoes.
Between four and seven years of age, the intuitive period, symboliC'
functioning increases.

The child grasps images and signs as signifiers

and begins to evoke acts and deeds in thought rather than actually carrying
them out in reality.

This ability to anticipate, to conjecture, to speculate,

l ends to the ability to hypothesize, to deal with variants and covariants, to
test logi cally . In the life of a learner, this is an advance of the utmost
importance.

2()

Another cognitive advance that occurs at this stage is the abilit\· to
use numbers, not only to order things in terms of quantity but also to see
that relationships can exist on a numerical basis. The latter part of the
pre-operational stage finds children making judgments largely on the basis
of partial and immediate perceptions or on the basis of objective similarity.
They judge by the way things look and usually in terms of just one of a
number of relevant dimensions.
occnr.

Even so, three fundamental operations

They can think in terms of classes: when presented with circles and

squares, they can classif> them on the basis of roundness.

The.v can think

in terms of relationships: Mr . Eldredge is the father of Jamie, Mr. Eldredge
is bigger than Jnmie, and Ja mi c i s the third of fom· boys .
In the concrete operations stage (usually ages six to eleven) the
thought of children is more like that of the adult, in that they can think more
in logical terms.

Operations is used by Piagct to refer to mental acts or

imminent acts taking place in the mind.

These mental acts represent a

process of interaction and development whereby new syntheses arc formed
by discovery. Attributes arc noted, objects are classified, a nd categories
are determined.

The syntheses are real in the sense that they not only have

a location in time and space but also take place in the mind.
Three sig nificant operations described by Piaget are reversibility,
as in arithmetic (2 + 3

= 5,

or 5 - 3

= 2);

classification, or the organization

of objects into classes (desk, chair, table= furniture); and seriation, or
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arranging ideas along a spectrum of increasing values (2, 4, 6). In addition,
the child unders tands the concept of conservation , that certain properties of
objects, such as quantity, remain invariant even in the face of certain
changes.

For example, two circles each with a diameter of six inches re-

main the same even though one is cut into quarters and the other is cut into
thirds.

Cutting the circle does not change the area of the circle.
Beginning at the age of five or six, with the development of the

ability to reason in a systematic, logical way, the child is now able to follow
rules.

Previous to this stage he could not play or live with rules.

He mnde

and broke rules pretty much as he saw fit (usually in a wny that would mnke
th e ad ult l ose the game) and therefore could not participate in games requiring rules, such as checkers, chess, etc.

Nor could they live by rules

imposed b.l' society as cvidence:cl by the need of parents to repeat the same
prohibitions over and over again.
The school-age child's newly emerged capacit,• to create t•ul cs is
manifest in the personal, social, and school domains.

On the personal level

children have internalized many rules which they will obey even in the absence of an adult.

In the social domain, these children can now engage in

all sorts of games with rules, from card games to football.

In the academic

domain, they are dealing with creating or recreating rules whether they are
involved in math, science, literature, art or music.
The concern for rules dominates the elementary school years. Many
academic difficulties encountered by young people are often the result of a
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deficiency of this rule-making abillly or of the formation of erroneous or
interfering rules . In mathematics, many children have di([iculty because
they learn only rule and assume that it applies to all instances and so do not
see that there are many rules that have to be applied in different circumstances. Heading, too, from the very outset, involves rule-learning.
Formal instruction in reading could well be delayed until the child has
demonstrated that he has the capacity to create and to follow rules .
The fourth and last Piagetian stage (usually ages twelve to fifteen)
can l>c said to be primarily concerned with the creation of thought.
mentat·y children think, but they do not think about thinking.
bC!;'in~

Ele-

Now the chi ld

to deal with the possible without reference to the actual.

Thi s new

capacity to conceptualize thought is att1·ibutable to the emergence nt about
the age of twelve of what Piagct calls "formal operations . " These formnl
operations enable young people to create a second, higher order symbolsysbcm, a system of symbols for symbols or language for language. It is
this second order symbol-system which allows adolescents to den! with
algebra and symbolic Iogie on the one hnncl nncllo think about thinking on
the othel'. As Hunt (19Gl) puts it, "instead of obscl'vation directing
thought .• . the adolescent's thought directs his observing."

Learning
According to Piaget, then, learning is not a circumscribed process
but it is rather an essential part of living and g rowing. A child does not
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learn only when h e is sitting quielly at his desk or when he is listening to his
teacher.

The child is l earning all the lime and the question is not whether

he is l earr1ing but rather what he is learning.
The fact that a child is learning all the lime is really not a very new
idea, but it is one which is often overlooked.
In his classic, Experience and Education, John Dewey said it is not
enough to insist upon the necessit) of C>.'J)erience to education but that everything depends on the quality of the experience. Ile states "the more definitel y
and sincerely it is held that education is a development within, by, and for
experience, the more important it is that there shall be clear conceptions
of whal exverience is." Exverieu<..:tJti 11\lll::il IJe more ihan i mmediaLely en-

joyable; they must promote fruitful and creative subsequent behavior.
Educationally , this must be done in such n way that each pupil's power of
judgment and capacity to act intelligently in new situations is in harmony
with the principle of growth. This is the theory of continuity of experience,
which means that "every experience both takes up something from those
which have gone before and modifies in some way the quality of those which
come after (Dewey, 1938).

This is principally what differentiates civiliza -

tion from savagery, and to a considerable degree, the curiosity and creativity
of the normally developing child from the overindulged child .
At the "Jean Piaget Conference of Cognitive Studies and Curriculum
Development" held in 1964 at Cornell University and the University of
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California at Berkeley, Piaget discussed four basic factors which contribute
to intellectual development. Th ey are 1) physiological development, 2) direct
experience with the physical world, 3) social transmission (communication,
teaching, etc.) and 4) equilibration or autoregulation.
It is the last of these four factors that Piaget has studied in depth.
It has been given littl e attention though it is of fundamental importance. As

a child's physiological system matures, he is bombarded with many experiences and he is presented with much information. But intellectual developmentis not this passive; it involves acts or operations by the learner.
These acts, or mental operations, on objects in the physical world involve
revising partial understandings, broadening concepts, and relating one idea
to another.
In essence, the idea of activity--a child' s need to reach by his own
efforts an understanding of the world in which he liv es and the experience s
in which he participates--represents Piaget's first critical variable in the
Leaching-learning situation. A ch1ld may accommodate his thoughts to those
of others, but, only when he tri es out the ideas of others to see how they
fwJCtion and retraces the idE>as, can he then assimilate ideas and make
them his own.
Copeland (1970) uses the following example to clarify the process of
equilibration:
The child is confronted with a problem involving two
balls of clay the same size. One ball is made into two
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smaller balls and the child is asked which will make the
water in a glass of water rise higher--the large ball or
the two smaller balls. The child answers that the two
smaller balls wilL Why? Be,·ause there is more . The
experiment is conducted and the water is found to rise
the same amount in both eases. Some c hildren are
unable to reconcile the apparent contradiction. Others
are able to assimilate this new information and generalize
a correct answer for similar experiments . Piaget would
say that the second group has achieved a mental equilibration. Their mental processes have accommodated this
new information, generalized it, and it is now a part of
their mental structures.
For this equilibration to occur, the child must act
or 1 operate" himself upon the objects. It is not sufficient to e>;plain why if ideas are to become a part of
his own mental structures. (Copeland, 1971, pp. 12-13)
Lavatelli (1970) stresses that self-a ctivity is crucial to equilibration.
She says that the child must be mentally active if equilibration is to be
achiev ed.

He must transform the data.

The elements to be incorporated

may be present in an experience, or the child may be told of th e error of
his thinking, but unless th e mind is actively engaged in wrestling with data,
no accommodation, or false accommodation occurs. Children, lik e adults,
are not convinced they are wrong merely becfl.use someone tells them thfl.t
they arc.

They have to Rct upon the data and transform it.

PiRgel, in summing up a talk on development and l earning, sa id all
his r e marks represented the child and the learning subject as active :
"Learning is possible only when there is active a ssimilation." He had said
earlier that, if the development of knowledge is to be understood, we must
grasp the idea that to him is central: the idea of an operation.
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Knowledge is not a copy of reality. To know an object,
to know an event, is not simply to look at it and make
a mental copy, or image, of it. To know an object is
to act upon it. To know is to modify, to transform the
object, and to understand the process of this transformation, and as a consequence to understand the way the
object is constructed . An operation is thus the essence
of knowledge; it is a n interio r i zed action which modifies
the object of knowl edge. (Rippl e and Rockastle, 1964)
Ps ychological research, th en , has shown that logic is not innate and
the child cannot stay passive , but must act in order to develop.

L earning Centers

There are several methods of teaching available for use in the clas s room . These can be classified as verbal, intuitive, and the active methods.
Active teaching becomes ideal when a balance is obtained between individualization and socialization. According to Piaget , the central point in the
ac tive method lies in spontaneous construction. Th e key is not the method
of the teacher, but in the fr eedom l eft for th e child to sponta neous ly build
hi s operations . The role of the teacher primarily consists in providing th e
ma ter inls whi c h the child needs and being careful to suggest only that which
is indispensable . The child who has studi ed a problem according to this
method, will always be able to rediscover it; he will be les s likel y to forget
th e solution which he found by personal reasoning.
Psychologists, educators, a nd learning theorists hav e devoted years
to the study of the processes by which l earning takes place. Their finding s
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have caused many to question traditi onal teaching methods and to search for
techniques more in accord with the dynamics of learning.
Jerome Bruner (19G4) is one respected learning theorist whose ideas
support the laboratory approach.
The writings of Zoltnn P. Dienes (1964) stress the student's need to
explore several physical manifestations of a concept and to synthesize these
experiences in order to form the concept.
Teaching must address itself primarily to the senses: start with the
concrete, the visil le, the tangible, and then progress to abstract relationships.

Piaget concluded that the manipulation of objects must preced any

mental development.
Froebel demanded that childl'cn should be treated as children and that
childlike characteristics such as curiosity should be utilized in education
(Biggs and MacLean, 1969).
Pestalozzi tried to move away from a method of teaching which was
all words, insisting that wherever possible, children should also learn by
touch and sensation (Biggs and MacLearn, 1969).
Biggs and MacLean also say that if a child only hears, but does not
see, he does not learn as well as if he hears and sees at the same time. If
he can touch as well as hear and see, he will learn far more soundly. The
image of the teacher as the fountain of all knowledge occupying the front
and center of the classroom, dominating and directing all activity must
disappear.

They continue their discussion with this commentary:
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There will always be a place for expositi on by the
teacher, for an account of something interes ting and
important, whether ll be to an individual, a small group,
or the whole cl~ ss. The only difference is that more
teachers will be doing what the best teachers have a lways
done . They do not give a Jesson but provide a focus for
discussion . The children are enco uraged to comment
and to ask ques tion s as th e lesson proceeds. It is at this
s tag e that the teach er ' s skill and his recognition of
individual n eeds is important. He must not be too
quick to c ut off see ming irrelevancies or to label a
response as incon ect or silly.
Dr. Albert Schweitzer suggested that "only those
who have respect for th e opinions of others can be of
real use to them." A child never gives a wrong answer .
Every problem respons e that he makes is right for him
on the basis of his present knowledge a nd background of
experience. A relationship of mutual trust and respect,
in which coercion and punishment h ave no place and
where marks and rewards are unnecessary, is the kind
of relationship which dis tingui s h es a "modern" classroon1 from a "traditional" one .
The Ontario Departm e nt of Ed ucatio n (1968) suggests that the modern
professional t each e r is a pe rson who guide's the lc.c"lrning process . He
places the child in the center of learning activ ity and e ncourages him and
assists him in learning how to inquire, organize, and discuss, and to di s cover answers to pl'Obl cms that interest him.
Specifications for the l earning center model of education were first
eJ>.']Jress e d by Rousseau in 1762 wh e n he wrote in Emile:
Teach your scholar to obs erve the phenomena of
nature; you will soon rouse his curiosity, but if you
would have it grow, do not be in too great a hurry to
satisfy this curiosity. Put the problems before him and
l et him solve them himself. L e t him know nothing because you have told him, but because he has learned it
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hims e lf. Let rum not be taught sci ence , l et rum discover it. If ever you s ubstitute a uthority for reason ,
he will be a mere plaything of oth er peopl e ' s thoughts •
• • • Undoubtedly, the notions of things thus acquired
fo r oneself ar e cl earer and much more convincing than
thos e acquired from the teachings of others; and not
only i s our r eason not accustomed to a slavish submission
to au thority , but we develop greater ingenui ty in discoveri ng relations, connecting ideas and inventing apparatus ,
than when we merely accept what is given us and all ow our
minds to be enfeebled in indifference. (llousseau, 1762 , p.
13 1)

Jerome Bruner (1967) encapsulated the probl e m of inquit·y when he
wrote, "Let us not judge our students simply on what they know. T hat is
the philosophy of the quiz program . Rather, let th em be judged on what
they can ge nera te from what they know --how well th ev can l eap the barrier
from learning to thinking ."
Th e learning center approach is based on U1 e premise that people
need to solv e problems and they can learn to do so.

Problems require

knowledg e of problem-solving techniques , a nd yet techniques vary from
probl em to probl em. It is difficult to train people to solve problems . Any
complex task (for exampl e , climbing a mountain or playing a pirtno) demands
training, and problem solving is no exception.

Training is provided by

having the student solve problems (or play the piano or climb mountains)
w1der the direction of a teacher who is an expert in solving mathematical
problems (or playing the piano or eli mbing mountains).
In th e preface to hi s book on mathematical discovery Polya (1 962)
has written the following:
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Problem solvi ng is a pr:tc.:lical art, like swimming,
or skiing, or playing lhc piano: you can learn it onl y
by i mi tali on and practi cc. • . • If you wish to l earn
swimming you have to go into the water , and if you wish
to become a problem solver you have to solve problems.
A l earning center approach, and particularly a mathematics l ear ning
center, with its emphasis on individual student manipulation of ohjcds ,
brings a sense of realism into the classroom. 1\lathematics !3kcs on a
rel evance seldom present when the normal textbook method of teaching is
used.
Through observation and handling physical objects, the child can
gai n experienc e from whi ch he can constr uct mathematical co ncepts.
In a center the child can gain background in a ll aspects of problem
solvi ng. The surroundings of physical objects aid him in sizing up the
problem and in sel ecting feasible methods of solution.

We find lhat if arith-

metic is imposed on a child before he has developed the necessary prenumber concepts, he merely memorizes, so storing up trouble for the
future.

He has to learn symbols before he has anything to symbolize. Malty

first graders fill out workbook exercises without really knowing what they
are doing.

This leads to a dislike of math which usually shows up between

the ages of six and eight.
The significance of the research as contained in the literature i s
that children ca rmot learn number, length, time, etc. , in isolation from
natural experienc es. The development of children's a biliti es to think and
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learn in logical patterns comes through eJqJeriences with physical objects.
Children gain understanding not from the object, nor from what we tell him
about the objects, but from their own action upon the objects.

First hand

experience is the key. Children are capable of a high order of logical
reasoning if given materials which they ca n llnderstand .
After contemplating th e vast intellectual development which occurs in
the years preceding school entrance, it seems that a mockery is made of
"learning" by placing the child in a "sterile" classroom and pretending that
the best way for him now to learn is by filling in page after page in a book
someone wrote who neve'· saw him and knows nothing of the background of
experience he brings to school with him.
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CHA.PTEH III
PROCEDUHE

Design of the Study

Hecent research strongly indicates that first-grade-age children arc
better able to learn when they can deal directly with concrete objects.

Pro-

ponents of this research suggest the use of a math-lab or -center approach
to l earning in which the math experiences emanate from the child's natural
environment and his experiences are based upon his own interests and needs .
Opponents contend that math is a sequential process and the child
must lcam one process after anothC'r in proper sequence. Any other approach tends to confuse and to impede learning, thus making it impossillll'
for the child to l ea rn the necessary mathematical functions.
Therefore, this study was designed to determine if 11oosevelL Elcmentat·y School first grade students in a math-center program could acquire
greater mathematical skills than first grade students working in a tr:Hiitiona l
workbook program.
Therefore, a math-center was designed to meet the individual needs
of the students within a self-contained first grade classroom at the Roose velt Elementary School. A control group was established in another
self- contained first grade classroom in the same school.

The traditional
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math program in this room was Addison-Wesley Elementary School Mathematics, 2nd Edition, Book I.

Hypotheses

The following hypotheses were tested:

Hypothesi s I
The children in the treatment (Piaget) group will make greater gains
in achievement than the children in the control group.
In testing tJ1is hypothesis the following questions were asked:
1)

Will the total gains for the treatment group be greater than the

total g:uns for the control group?
2) Will the gains made by the boys of the treatment group be greater
than th<' gains made by the boys of the control group?
3) Will the gains mad e by the girls of the treatment group be greater
than the gains of the girls in tJ1 e control group?

Hvpothcsis II
The high-ability child will make greater gains in achievement in the
treatment group than the high-ability child in the contTol group.
In testing this hypothesis the following questions were considered:
1) Will the high-ability students' gain in the treatment group be

greater than the high-ability students' gain in the control group?
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2) Will the students wHh average ability in thP. trP."-tment group gain
be greater than the average- ability students' gain in the control group?
3) Will the low-ability students ' gain in the treatment group be
greater than the low-ability students' gain in the control group?
·l) Which students --high, average, or low ability--will make the
l east gain in the treatment group? in the control group?

Hypoth esis ill
The child with a visual-motor integration disability will make greater
gains in the treatment group than the child with the same disability in the
control group.
In testing this hypothesi s , the following questions were asked:
1) Will the disabled chil d in the treatment group make greater gains
than the disabl ed child in the control group?
2) What will the gains of the VMI disabled child be as compared with
the gains of the non-VMI disabled child within the treatment group? within
the control group? across groups?
3) Will there be greater gains for the VMI disabled boys as com pared with the gains of the VMI disabled girls in the treatment group? in
the control group? across groups?

u
Hypothesis IV
The child's placement of the Piagetian-based assessment of intellectual
development will correspond positively with his scores on the Metropolitan
Achievement post-test.

Testing Procedures

All students were adnunistcred the math subtest of the Metropolitan
Achievement Test--Primary I and the Test of Basic Experiences--1\Iathcmatics--Level L as pre- and post -tests of math sldlls and experiences.
These tests were given by October 1971 (pre-test) and by May 1, 1972
(post -test).
All students were given the Developmenk'll Test of Visual-Motor
lnl<.'gration on January 26, 1972, to determine those students who were disabled in the area of visual perception and motor coordination integration .
In May 1972 all students were given the Primary 1\lental Abilities
for grades K-1 to identify those students having high-, average-, or lowability.
All students in the treatment

~;roup

were given an informal assess-

ment of intellectual devel opment (based upon the reseat·ch of Piaget) shortly
after entering school in the fall . Their t·c-cvaluation was continuous
throughout the year.
The testing was done b.1· personnel other than the classroom teachers
(with the exception of the Piaget-based assessment) and the test results were
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not made available to either teacher until after the post-testing was compi eted.
The teacher variable factor could not be controlled . However, both
teachers entered a new program of mathematics instruction which minimized
familiarity with a program as a variable .
Students entering first grade were ranked using the scores obtained in
the i\1etropolilan Readiness Test which was administered in the spring of
1971. The five stude nts with the low est scores on the Metropolitan Readiness
Test were placed in the treatment group. The remaining students were assigned by ascending scores, alternating· in the three first grade sections.

Experimental Group

Based upon the review of literature, a math center was established
in the Roosevelt Elementary School in a first grade classroom for the expcrinH.'nt:l.l group ..

All the children in the C>-lJcrinH'IILal group were individually S('recnccl

to determine their understanding of pre-number (as outlined by Piaget-classification, seriation, class inclusion, and conset·vation of numerosity)
and number concepts by an informal screening inventory designed by the
writer.*

*The program used is available from the author.
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A solution designed by this writer was to provide relevant material in
sufficient quantity and variety in a matl1 center from which the teacher could
draw to teach the children the skills they needed to learn to continue the
intellectual development already begun in the pre-school years.
The general objectives of the math - center we re:
To stim ulate the students' thinking about the world around
them
To lead them to independence in problem solving skills
To provide materials, apparatus, and strategies for
probl em solving
To teach the usc of matlwrnatical devices
To teach the computational skills ol" arithmetic
To suggest possible solutions a nd give clirection to
thinking, but not to supply answers to questions
To work with children in small groups and/or inctividually
as much as possible, grouping fiexibly according to needs,
interests, and development
To provide time for child-di.rected investigations.
The specific sequenced objectives for the treatment (Piaget) group
were:
The students will show competency in
Classification
1)

by identifying properties of objects (size, shape, color,
etc.) and matching objects by more than one property
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2) by keeing in mind two or more propertieti of objects at
th e same time while scnt·ching- for any object to complete
a set
3) by combining objects to make up s ubclasse s and combining subclasses to make supra-subclasses, and
recog-nizing the existenc e of complementary classes
4) by changing from one criterion for grouping to another
5) by taking a whole class apart to [inc! subclnsscs, and
making comparisons of "all" and ''some"
6)

by discovering intension and e"tension of a class

7) by visualizing an object a~ having simultaneous
membership in two class es
8) by putting together el ements from several groups so
that none is repc:lled
9) by making a ll possible combinations of elements
Set·ialion
1) by arranging 10 or more items in a series according
to one variable only
2) by arranging items in a series according to more
than one variable
3) by inserting an object into an already completed series
4) by solving a double seriation matri x
5) by achievement of transitivity
Conservation
1) by showing th e physical correspondence of objects on
a one-to-one basis
2) by recognizing a one-to-on e correspondence when
physical correspondence is destroyed

3) by being able lo L'ccognize conservation of quantity
!) by being able to recognize that whole is conserved

when the additive composition of its parts is varied
5) by recognizing that area is conserved even though

its appearance may be changed
6) by being abl e to pieture objects following a transforma -

tion of perspective
Understanding of mathematical terminology
1)

by demonstrating the meanings of the following terms:

more
less
the same
as many as

before
after
tall
short
wid e
nart'"OW

high
across from
opposite
the same side
the oth er side
left
right
heavy
light
old
young

the same way
some other way
not as much
taller than
higher than
shorter than
the same length as
on top of
under
a long side of
near
close to
up against
by
in back of
in front of
first
middle
last
next
l ow

Skill s
1) by demonstrating at the 80% level of proficiency

sets
empty sets
write 0-99

greater than
l ess than
equal to
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addition (sum not to exceed 20)
subtraction (factors not to exceed 20)
horizontal notation
vertical notation
operational sign i nscrtion
circle
square
triangle
rectangle
line
line segment
inch
foot
ya rd
cup
pint
quart
g·allon
lell time on lhe hour
in weighlng to the nearest half pound
identifying pieces of money
penny
nickel
dime
quarter
dollar
value of money
reading a thermometer (hot or cold)
fractions
1/2
1/4
1/3

To meet the outlined objectives the class organization was very
flexible.

Each day all the children spent time in the math-center. Their

experiences depended upon their progress towards competency in the objectives.

The children were encouraged to help with their charts which

were kept in a Student Record Book, so they might see the tangible evidence
of their progress . (See Appendix.)
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Th e math- center provided opportunit) for individna l growth and
developm e nt of understandi ng.

The teacher's role was to encourage and

assist in th e growth and to open the way fo l· acquisition of new Hkill s .
Included in this math- ce nlet· were many manipulative items;

bottle s

a nd jars of all sizes and shapes of objects lo fill ihem (rice, sa nd, beans,
blocks); sca les a nd balances for weighing and making comparisons; objects
for classifying, matching, comparing and counting (the whole school set·ved
3s reso urces);

rulers, yardsticks, tape measures , string, docks

:~nd

stopwatches for measuring observations.
E ach day (from after Christmas until the last da y of school) U1e
childre n came to the math-center on a scheclul ecl basis. Sin ce th ere were
>ix otht• r center s in the room, no more tha n four came alone tim e, and
they coul d be grouped according to their needs and abilities in regard io the
>kills being taught that day or that week. They spent about twenty mi nutes
¥orking with th e teacher in ihe center each day.

Exercises varied from

Norkshects to games, or teamw ork or chall enge c ontests, as well as dis~ ussions

between students or betw een stud e nts and teacher.

.ng skills were developed at this time.

Problem solv-

Materials for solving problems

vere available and the children were encouraged to devise their own solu:ions, as many and as varied as they could. Solutions were often expressed
.n th e form of graphs, charts , or pictorial representations. Symbolism
vas e ncourag ed as soon as it was meaningful.

The children were

IS
cncourag·ed to lhink out loud and cxpr<:sscrl surpdse when I he~- ells· o\ l.'l·ecl

that different thought approaches wou ld produce the same correct answer.
The children were fn·c to think through their problems in their own
way and notation was expected only of those who were developmentally (according to Piaget's Assessment of Logical Thinking-Lavatelli, 1070) prepared for Jl.

They were involved in discovering the orders, patterns, and

relations of things in their world which is the very essence of mathematics.
~!athematics

was an integral part of the children's life. It was not

something that was done for an hour after lunch.

Rather, the math - cent<'l'

was always open and well-stocked with items of interest. Whenever a child
expressed a desi rc to resolve a problem or question that was in his mind,
such as "How much is three threcs? 11 he wns g·uiclcd to an answer rig·ht then
without having to wait for

"math-lime~"

anotJ1cr child would help him.

If the t('achcr w:1s unable to hC'lp,

The chilrkcn understood tJ1at the,, were not

to give answers but to ask him some questions which 1\'ould lead the student
to his own solution.
Th<• mathematical challenges centered around life expericnct's.
Sincl· the intellectual development ranged from those who were able to think
abstractly about some things to those who were wrestling with the prenumber concepts, there needed to be a great range of challenges and
expectations.

l!J

Fot· instance. during scienl'(' l.hc size of dinosaurs, oL· \.Vhalcs or

elephants ll'as being discussed; the children found tape measures so lhev
could mark those l engths off in the hallway.

J\T~sking

tape was put down,

marked with twenty feet, thirty feet or whatever the measurement so it could
IJc used for future measuring or making comparisons of the varving sizes of
animals.

The sizes of animals were graphed for making comparisons .

Which is larger? How much larger? or heavier? or taller?
Counting and tallying experil'nces often came from social studies.
For example, as differe nt kinds of dwellings were discussed the children
became interested in the number of doors and windows different peoplE' had
in their homes . With note pads and pencil thcy tnllied 9:J
the hallway of the fil·st Qoor of the school.

!XlrlCS

of glass in

The) graphed their finding:; :>nd

made a poster to put in the hall offering a clwlll'ngc to the othc1·

~tudt• nt ~

in

ma 11 ,.1·

or

the school to t:heck Lhl'ir findings.
The lack of pedestrian

cro~:-;ing,s

and traffit' sjgnnls was

q

gTcat 1rn portancc to tho con1munHy and Lht' ch jl cll'Pn took tur ns tn11ying- lh('

nurnhcr of

l';\l"H

ll'hJch passed in i't'Ont Oi' the SChOOl.

Their heights and weights were 1-(l'aphcd in the fall.

Cains "' the

spring· W('re graphed and comparjsom..; made--tallest, hc~1viest, 14ajnl.'cl

most, g<llll<'U least.

They also compctrcd l>oys and girls. ehairs Clnd chil-

dren, those wearing red socks with those wearing blue and wrote tlwir
findings in mathematical language.

If there are fourteen boys here today

GO
and nine girls, will twenty-one chairs be enough? Is the s um of the c hildre n
greater

th~n

the number of chairs? How much greater? Is the number of

boys wearing blue s oeks greater than th e number of girls wcari ng blue

sock~?

How much greater? If ther e arc fifteen boys in our class and nine girls, how
many more girls do we need to have an equa l num ber of bo\s and gi rl s?
Their finding s were graphed or illu strated p1ctoriall\ and displa \ecl about
the room and in the hallwa y so that oth ers could read and di scuss them.
Conversation was encouraged
chang-jng idea s .
t1

certain tim e

~nd

th e children became sk ill ed at"'-

f\Inlhematic s was not just :-;omcihjng lo be cHscusscd during

c~e h

da ,· IJut illll'C:tlllC

I"' l'l of IJving,

Cunlrol (; t·oup

In the control g roup the Addison-Wesley Elemental"\ Sc hool :\lathe•malics, 2nd Edition, Book I was th e text.

The e ntire

clas~

procecd<"cl tht·ough

the textbook i n tlw order in wh1ch it was published .
The objectives of the prop;ram

a~

slated by the authors r•n' as

follows:
to intr od uc e and develop understanding of the areas listed:

concepts of more a nd less
equivalent sets
relationships betwee n sets
counting
coins and money problems
number line
symbol s of inequality r elations
the co11cepl of aclclitio11 to 13
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cquali ly and equal ions
sloping- equations

V<'rlie:ll addition
the concept of subtrnl'LiOn to 1~
the invcrsl' relationship hei.Wt'cn addition and subtt·aclion
the feeling for real-life siluolions by discussing story
[Jroblcms
place val ue fot· 111 o-cligil numbers
order. parcnthc ~cs, and the gr·ouping principle of :at,litJOn
lh<' nickel and the rlime and pt·obh'ms with money
telling tirne
lhr<'e addend addllion
odd and <'Ven numbers
"skip-counting"
linear and liquid measure
fractions
to teach the following:
the order or numbers 0-99 (Eicholz, 1968)
It is interesting to note that lhc objectives of this program an.>
main]~

introduction and development of undcrslandi ng.

Only one l'Onn'pt

(lhc order of numbers 0-99) is outlined ns needing lobe taught.

Nothing

i~

mentioned concerning mastery of an) skills.
The class mel for malh following noon recess each clay.

The group

remained together for the first seven months worldng on x-numbct· ol pngt's
t'rtrh drty . Group inslntclion precedeu each work period with individual
needs being met ns they workNl in lhetr books . Additional drill was given
to all students in the form of dilloed worksheets prepnred by the publisher.
Towards spring the rnore

adv~nccrl

students were allowed to go ahead on

their own coming for help as they needed it . The rest of the group remained
togetl·er.
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Followilll!: each unH the

rlla~tt'rl ll>Sls

prepared to accomt•lm' the

books were adminisler<>d to all students.
Manipulative objects and mnlh f:amcs were used by lhos<' who linishprJ
llw

pa~;c

before lhe rest of th<'

~lass.

Counters were used by some for l'Ompu-

talion.
Ali the children completed all lh<' pages in the text before the close of
the school year.
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CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS

Statistical

The pre- and post-test scores, Vl\'TI scores, and PMA scores were
processed at the computer center.
To obtain the data for Hypothesis I a two-way-analysis was run on
sex and group.
To obtain the data for Hypothesi s II, a two-way-analysis was run on
group and PMA trichotomy.
To obtain the data for Hypothesis III, a three-way-analysis was made
on sex and VMI trichotomy and group wiU1 PMA raw scores as the covariate.
All scores used were raw scores since th ere were no standa t•d

scores available for the TOBE. It is recognized that this does not make as
light an analysis as would otherwise be possible.
Points gained from pre-test to post-lest arc

dcsi~natccl

as gained-

scores . Total gai ned- scores equate with the points gained on the TOBE
and

~!AT

combin ed .

High-abi lity students scored 110 upward on the

P~IA.

Average-

ability students scored between 90 and 109 and low-ability students scored
below 90.
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On the VMI those students designated as disabl ed in the areR of
visual-motor integration were those who scored four months below their
chronological age.

Average students were those who scored three months

above or below their chronological age and the high students scored four or
more months above their chronological age .

Hypothesis I
The children in the treatment (Piaget) group will make greater gains
in achievement than the children in the control group as indicated by preand post-tests on MAT and TOBE.
The mean of the total gained-score in the treatment g-roup was greater
than the mean of t11e total gained-score in tho control group.

Table 1 .

Mean of total gained-score in treatment group and control group.
Total gained-score
T - group

36.34

C -gr oup

3:l.56

The mean of the total gained - score by the boys in the treatment group
was less than the mean of the total gained-score in the control group.

The

mean of the total gained-score by the girls in the treatment group was greater than the mean of the total gained- score by the girls in the control group.
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Table 2.

Mean of total gained-score by boys a nd b'' girls in treatment group
a nd control group.
Total gained-scor es
Boys
Girls
T-group

30.95

38 . 25

C- group

43.54

34. 07

On th e TOBE, the treatment group boys' and girl s' mea n of ga inedscores was almost equal whi l e i n the control group the mean of the boys'
grai ned -s cor es was greater than the mean of the girls' gained-scores. The
treatme nt group girls achi eved substantially higher gained-scor es than the
g 1rl s of lhe conlrol gruup.

Table 3.

Mean of gained-score by boys and girls in treatment group a nd
control group--TOBE.
TOBE
Boys

Girl s

T - group

5 . 92

5- 75

C-group

-1. 80

-0 . 12

On the MAT , the boys' and girls' mean of gained-scores was greater
than the m ea n of the gained- scores for the boys and girl s in the treatment
group. Th e girls' mean of gained scores was greater than the mean of tile
boys in the treatment and in th e c ontrol group.
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Tab!!' cl,

Mean of gained - score by boys and girls in treatment group and
control group--MAT
MAT
Boys

Girls

T - group

25.03

32.47

C-group

32.63

34. 20

II ypoth csi s II
The high - ability student will make greater gains in achievement in
the treatment (Piaget) group than the high-ability student in the control
group.
The mean of the total gained - score of the high-ability students in the
treatment group were only slightl y higher than the mean of the total gained score of the high-ability students in the control group. The mean on the
gained-score by the average- ability students was also greater for the treatmcmt group than for the control group. While the low-ability sturlc'nts in
the treatment group showed a substantially higher mean of gained-scores
than the low-ability students in the cont1·ol group.

(See Table 5.)

When considering only t he TOBE, the mean of the gain ed - scor e of
the students in thP treatment group was greatel' than the mean of the students i11 the· control group a t t11 e • 05 l evel of signi fieance . The students
with average-ability in the treatment group had a mean of gained-sC'orc
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Table 5.

Mean of total gai ned- score of high-ability, average-ability and
low-ability students in treatment "''Ollp
control g>·oup

""rl

Pli'IA

High

T-group

. 97

8.3 1

C-p,-roup

-I. 52

-.H

Average

Low

greater than the average-ability studen t in tho control group had a mean of
gained-score greater tikan the average-ability student in the control group.
The mean of the gained -scores of the low-ability students in the treatment
group was g r eater than the mean of the gained-scores of the low-ability
sl uuents in the control group a t the • 05 level of significance.

Tablt· G.

Mean of total gained-score of high-ability, average-ability a nd
low-ability students in treatm e nt group and control group--TOnE.

PMA

High

Average

T-group

• 97

3. 31

C-g;roup

-] .52

-.14

Low

l. 22

The data from the MAT shows that the mean of the gained-scot·c of
the high- and average-ability students in the control group was greater than
the mean of th e gained-score for the like group in th e treatm ent group.
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But, that tht' mean <,r the g·ninecl-scorc for the low-abiUty :->tudcnts wns
greater in the u·<'atmenl gToup.

T~ IJl c

7,

Mean ot gai ncd-s~<JI'C or high-ability, average-ability and lownt,i!Ji v ~1·11lc n t.s in LJ·catment group and control group-- MAT.
PMA

High

·r -gr uup

Tl,cr<·

1s

Average

Low
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31.74

31.24

~0. ~ -1

:14 . 0~

30.74

:~H .

a diflcrt•nc' in the tnl'an of the IQ scores obtained from the

stuclc•nls in llH· l\\! 0 gT < U]J~

Tnc

l dC<lll

or the lQ of the tren.iment group was

l ess al. the • 05 1evcl of sil-(llificancc .

Table 8.

The mean of the JQ of stude nts in treatment /.(roup and control
groupo

PMA
99
C-group

104

Table 9.

The me"" of th t' IQ of thr hip;h-, ~vNagc-, and low-ability students
in tr0:1L111en t gruup :111d ('nnt rol group.
High

Ave rag~

Low

T-group

ll(j

9D.G

81.9

C-g-rouiJ

llG. 2

101.7

8 1.0

PM.A

Hypothesis III
The

~hild

with a visual - motor intcgeation

dis:~bilily

will mak<' greater

gains in the treatment (PiageL) group than in the control group.
Th e disabled child in the treatment geoup had a greater mean of
gained-scores than the disabl ed child in the control grmtp.

Within the treat-

menl group and the eontrol group the mean of the gained - scores for the
disabled child was greater than for the non-disabled child.

The children

in the average range in the treatment group had a mean of gained-scores
which was considerably lower than for an.v other classification in ei ther
group. The mean of the gained-scores for the VMI-disabled children was
almost equal to the mean of the gained - scored of the students classed as
high VMI ability students in the treatment group.

Within the control group,

the mean of gained-scores for all students was very similar.

(See Table

10.)

In the treatment group the mean of the gained- scores of the VMIdisabled were greater than the mean of the gained - scores of the VMI-disabled
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Table 10 ~

1\l r

til c>f ~~·a j iH' t l- s('OJ't '

or \ ' i\If -, !i ~ :·hl t' cl stu d t'lllS j n t l·catrnent

g-r ou p and control t!:l'ou p.

vr.n

C - p;rnup

I!Jgh

Low

3k. 7H

37.83

33. :;;j

34.13

35.26

stud e nt in the c ontrol g roup at the • 05 l evel of significanc e , wh en th e
gained - sco r es of UJC TOBE are considered.

(See Table 11.)

The VMI-disabled students in the control group had a mea n of
p;ainccl - scoreo g r eater than th e VMI-disabl ed students in the tr eatmf'nt
g-roup on the MAT .

Table 11.

(Se e Table 12 . )

Mean of gained-score of VMI- disabled students in tr ea tm e nt
group and control g roup--TOBE .

VMI

Hig-h

Av erage

Low

T-group

4.73

3 . 69

9 . 11

C-g roup

2.31

-1.43

1. G3

Tabl e 12 .

Mean of gained-score of VMI-disabled students in treatmen t
group and control group--MAT.

VMI

High

Average

Low

T - g roup

34 .03

23.50

28. 71

C- g-roup

31.09

35.55

33 . 60
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The boys with a VMI-disability had a mea n of gained-scores greater
lhnn the girls with a VMl-disabJ!Jly when the scores of the two groups arc
combined a nd lhc total test battery of gained-scores is consid ered . (See
Table 13.)
When considering the mean of the e;a ined-scores of the boys from
both groups together , it is substantially greater than the mean of the gai ned scores for the

~ids

of both groups.

(See Table 14.)

On lhe MAT the mean of gained-score:; fot· the girls was greater than
the mean of gained- scores for the boys .

Tabl e 13.

(See Table 15.)

Mean of gained-scoec hy VMI-Jisablccl boys and girl H.

VMJ

Average

Low

Boys

32 . 98

26.78

38 . 47

Gids

3!). 3:l

34. 5-l

3 I. 1;2

Table 1-!.

Mean of g·ainod-HcOi"o by VMJ-clisablocl boys and gids--TOBE .

VlVIl

High

Boys

3. 1

Gi r l s

3.88

Average

Low

.37

8.05

1. 88

2. 69

G2
T:~ble

13.

Mean ofgained-sl'<>rc• hy V;\lT-disaldL"tl hoys an I girls--~JAT.

VMl

LU\\

13oys

2!).fi!)

~G .

. :JQ

30.39

Girls

~5.

:32 . fl5

31.93

1:1

Program-- Piag·et

Hypothesi s 1\'
The·

blUdPnts \\

ho

::it'Ol'C

the hig-hpst on the informal invent ory

or

skills

based on Pingel's le-vels or intellectual ciCI'Clopmcnt will be those students
who also score the highest on the formal tests of mathematical achievement.
Since the informal assessments of Piaget do not lend themselves to
computer analysis, the anal ysis of this aspect of the matl1 center pt·ogram
will be less formal.

(See A ppc ndi x A.)

Those students who exhibited competency at the 90% level of proficienc y were considered to hav e scored in th e "high" range.

They were

performing at stage three of the pre-operational l evel of intellectual developmont.

They did not waver in their lmowledge and understanding of the con-

cepts assessed.
Those who com pleted the assessment with a proficiency lev el of
50 - 80% were classed as being in the "average" range and in stage two of
the pre-operational level of intell ec tual development.

They seemed to be

sure of some concepts but were wa vering in their complete understanding.

G3

They could not always su hstontiatc U10ir "feelings" with a log ica l c xp1:111a tion.
ThOS(' who l'Onlplctcu lhl' :ISSCSSmc nt with a proficiency il'vel or less
than 50% wcrl' cl;tssL·d

~s

being- in the "low" range and in stage one of the

pr e -operational level uf intellectual development.

They were not abl e to

give reasons for thl'ir thinking and they persisted in their wrong answers .
Ther e were seven students who scored 90% or better on th e assessmcnl of intellectual development and those seven scor ed in the high mngc
(mi ssed six or less out of 64) on the MAT.

There were seven who scored

from SO% to 50% on the dev e lopmental assessment and eight who scored in
th e average range (missed seven to 20) on the MAT.

Four students scored

below 50% on the assessment and three scored in the low range (missed more
than 20) on U1e MAT.

Table lG . Student rating-s in Pi aget and MAT tests.
High
Pjaget
MAT

7

Average

Low

8

4

9

3

li-i

SUMl\IA ltY AND CONCLUSIONS

Summa ry

rtecent research

~trongly indwat e~

that first grade childr e n arc

better able to learn when they can dea l directly with concr ete ohjects. Proponents of this research sugg est the establishment of a math-lab or -center
in whic;.t tilL' m; lh ''"-vericnces emanate from th e child's natura l e nvironm e nt
and he

investi~ates

and discovers through the manipulation of concret ob-

jects" Learning experiences are based upon his discoveries and inter es ts .
Opponents contend that math is a seque ntial process and th e child
must I<arn one process afte r another in pr oper sequence-- that proper
sequ e nce having been outlined by th e writers of mathematics textbooks.
Th ey fu rther contend that :m y other method of l ear ning mathematics only
tends to confu&e a11d w impede learning, thus making it difficult for the
child to l ea rn the essential mathemalival functions.
Therefore, bas ed upon a review of related literature, a math-ce nter
(Piagct-based trcatmc nt group) was cs tnblishecl within a self- contain ed
classroom in the Roosevelt Elementary School. A control group was cs taiJli shcd in another splf- contnin ccl c lass r oom in the same school. Th e control
group used the Addison -W esl ey El cnll'ntar y School Mathema tics, :!nd Edition,
Book l.

The trcntment g roup used no te,.l.

The math curriculum emc eg ecl

from th e questions and needs of the childec n within the group.

G5
The following hypotheses were tested:
The children in the treatment group will make greater gains in achi evement than the children in the control g1·oup.
The high - ability child will make greater gains in achievement than
the high - ability child in the control group.
The child with a visual-motor integration problem in the treatment
gcoup will make greater gains Uwn the child with the same disability in the
control group.
The child's placement on the Piagetian-based assessment of intellecunl
development will correspond positively with his post-test score on the Metropolitan Achievement Test.
All students were administe red the maU1 subtest of the Metropolitan
Achievement Test (MA T)--Primary I and the Test of Basic E>.lJeriences
(TOBE)--Mathematics--Level Las pre- and post-tests of maU1 skills and
experiences.
A !I

These tests were given as pre- and post-tests.

students were administered the Developmental Test

or Visua!-

MotOI' Integration (VMI) to determine those with disabilities in the area of
visual perception and motor coordina lion integration.
All students were given th e Primary Mental Abilities (PMA) for

Grades K-1 to identify those students having high - , average- , or lowability.
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All students in the treatment group were given an informal assessment of intellectual development (based upon the research of Piaget).

Their

re- evaluation with the i nstrument was continuous throughout the year.
The pl acement of students within the two groups was based upon the
~tudcnt's

scores on the Metropolitan Readiness Test which was administered

the previous spri ng.

The five students with the lowest scores were placed

in the treatment group.

The remaining students were assigned by ascending

scores, alternating, i n the three first grades in the school.
The treatment group shows a greater growth in the understanding of
basic mathematical concepts as determined by the TOBE, while the control
group's score i ndicates a definite l ack of growth in und erstandi ng.
T h e mea n of th e gained scores on the Metropolitan Achievement Test
(MAT) shows greater gains for the control group, but not more than might
be expected when conside r ation is given to the significantly higher mean of
the IQ score for that group.

Even so, the gained score of the low-ability

students in the treatment group were greater than the mean oJ the gainedscores of the low- ability students in the control group.
The low - ability students made more gains than either the averageor high - ability students in the treatment group. Of course, it must be
mentioned that many of the high-abi !_ity students were limited in gainedscor es because of their hig h pre- test scores.

(i7

Though growth of understanding within the treatment gt·oup

11~s

sig-

nHicanlly higher than the control group, the treatment group students :>lso
made sttbstantial gains in computational skills and in reasoning ability.
Their scores on the MAT were within reasonable range of the control group.
Even those students with a visual-motor integration (Vl\11) disability
were able to grow in undersmnding of sldlls and concepts in the math-center
approach . Their gains were significantly greater than any of the nondisabled in either group.
In total points gained the treatment groups' gained-scores 11erc
greater than the control group.

The boys in the control group had gained-

scor es gre:>ter than the boys in the trC'atmcnt group, but the girls in the
treatment group had gained-scores greater than the girls in the contr ol group.
The gained-score for the high-ability student was greater in the
treatment group than in the control group.

The same relationship was true

for !he average- and low-ability students. The group making the least
gained-seores in the treatment and in

th~

control groups were the high-

ability stude nts . High pre-t est scores WOLtld not allow for substantial gains.
The VMI-disabled child in the treatment group made greater gainedscores than the VMl-disablcd child in the control group. Within the treatment group the disabled child's gained-score was greater than child with
average VMI ability and just less than the child with high VMI ability.
Within the control group the gained-score of the VMl-disabled child

w~s

greater than the child with average or high VMI ability. Across groups the
VJVII-disablcd child's gainerl-scores

~vernge

just slightly higher than the

average of the children with high VMI ability.

They were also higher than

the average of the children with average VMI ability. In the treatment group
the ViVTI-disablcd hoys had greater gained-scores than the girls. There
were no disabled boys in the control group. The mean of the gained - scores
of the disabled girls in the treatment group was double the mean of the
gained-scores of the !!'iris in the control group. When considering both
groups, the disabled boys mean gained-scores are greater than for the girls .
There was a direct relationship between the level of proficiency in
the assessment of intell<'ctual development a nd the scores on the achievement tests for the children in tht• treatment group. This relationship was
evident in both the pre- and post-test scores' comparison.

Cone! usions

The math center approach to mathematics at the Roosevelt Elcmentan· School appears to have been meaningful to all the first grade students
who were enr oll ed in it. Th ese children were able t.o Jearn math skills and
concepts eq uall y as well as the first gra de students who were taught from a
textbook .
Perhaps the most important finding of the study is shown by the sig ni fi cantly greater understanding of basic mathematics concepts which the

G9
children in the treatment group exhibited . In the control group, five of the
children actually scored fewer points on till' post- test than on the pre-test.
Only one in the treatment group did not improve his score. The control
group teacher commented that her children could do math if it were some thing which they could memorize but if they had to figure it out they became
stymjed.

Recommendations

1)

The writer strongly recommends the• use of tlw assessment of

intellectual development so the children can be presented mathematieal
challenges commensurate with their ability to comprehend . Onl) then ean
they progress without frustrations and unnccessar) defeats.
2) The writer recommends that the cal'ly years' mnlhcmntics cur-

riculum he releva nt to the children's range of c:>qJcriences and intclleelual
development. Also , they should he surrounded with objects to manjpulatc
which they are encow·agcd to investigate fully and freely.
3) The writer suggests that similat· studies be conducted before

generalizations be assumed .
4)

The writer also recommends that a random sample of treatment

a nd control children be assessed at the beginning of th e second grade and
throughout the yea r to see if the relationship between intellectual development and successful understanding of mathematical principles continues lo
coincid e.
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Appendix B
Math-Center Materia l s

Sum Fun - Educational F un Games
Smarty - Ed uca tional Ideas, Chi cago
Sum Stick - Cltildcraft
Link Numbers - Milton Bradley
Attribute Blocks (Large and Pocket size) - Invicta Pia tics, Ltd.
Perception Cards - Kenworthy Educational Servict's
Quizmo - Milton Bradley
Number Line (w

and individual) - Millon Bradley

Early Stages (Num eral jigsaw puzzl e) - J a mes Galt and Co., Ltd.
Combinations Are Fun - Kenworthy Ed Services
First Arithmetic Game- Garrar d Publisher
Hundred Chart (wall and individual) - Milton Bradl ey
Geoboard (be sure there is suffici ent space between pegs)
Hundred Board
Fraction Discs -

~Iilton

Bradley

Cubical Counting Blocks - Idea l School Supply
Round pegs - Ideal School Supply
1\lodern Computing Abacu s -Id eal
Judy Clock
Judy Magnetic Numbers
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Magnetic Boards
Individual Mini-Judy Clocks
Lacing Boards (commercial and teacher made)
Dice (commercial and teacher made)
Large Counting Sticks - Ideal
Counting Discs -Addison-W esley
Unifix Counters, Unifix Frames, Unifix Number Indicators
Indi vidual Chalkboards
Ru

for clock faces

Many, many teacher made games
Husker

Du

-Regina Products, Inc.

Aggravation
Many commercial games are available

Ed - u-cards - many to choose from
Large and small counting frames
Scales
Balances
Rulers, tapes, yardsticks, string
Stopwatch
Bottles, jars
Beans, rice, etc.
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